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DepaMcoehtal administrators need a model framework upon which

'1\) st-rucfilre and baste decisions regarding the eifectiveness and
ra

et-11.4a-iency,k)t departmental programs. Such a decision netWot,,,is an

imvy-tant: asset in insbrtng the sound vd economical operation 01 a

de Part men!. Fills is especially true .whenever depart mentill ,admints-

trators are considering the addiLiOn 01 new programs or personnel,

or the contemplation of,placing more emphasis on research than'

teaching or.vice versa. The same is true even if programs or

*Oersonnel'are being considered for deltton. The welj-establist4e&

eA0nomic 1,101 0t cost-.ellectiveness an*Oysis can provide an.'expOdi-

t

rio4S-approach to solvir4 suc.h an array qf problems.
o

. Q.,

l')St El l. VC t 11:411( SS Allil I ysis tor .)eprfl t .0.t it al Adininist Let ors/
. .

i

. ,..-o

PeptirtAlet 41 heads (jr chairwen, in. most sittiatIdns,
,
do not have

,

LC, maRe everv=day decisions.invbivinK nalrions*of'dollars. Ihis

still penriills the plovinceot .?
the ilighqr ieshe.lon Of 'university' preai-

fg,
vm,dt.11t s '`hd, deans. HoweVer ,., decisions do have to be made each year

regarding, if not tntl-lions, thousands of dollars in 'departmental
'tW-. ,

. * .

I
m ..

funds 4.,Thic n .-,.'i 11 ul t 1141 t el y influe,nce- 1)t b specific And 'oveaa I 1

.
, i .

outputs 01 a department. An investment A f departmental, resources

must 'be made Lei ore any

live.

protKata can .become b&t.1.1.1.purable, fipd produc=

0
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An educational investment, in the departmental setting,'is the

-- allocation ot current departmental resources, which have alternative
ti S

uses,'to a departmental activity or program whose benefits will

accrue over-the luture. rhese benefits derived from the productive

ettorts of a department usually take on the term of intangible goods

and services. The actual cost of the investment with its resuktant'

bevel its is, economicaLISCspeaking, the benefit that could have

been derived by using the resources in some other activity. Marglin

4.

clarilied the nelationship of benefits and costs by writin
, .

The moaning of costs, like*the meaning of benefits, depends
on the objective: Costo and benefits are simply two sides

ot the.samo coin. As beg,efiLs measure the contribution of
a programme to an objective, so costs measure the extent to
which activities that the 'programMe displades elsewhere in
tn economy would contribute to the objecLive.1

\
An educational program invest men is justified it the benetits

I

anticipated are greater than the costs. This is, of course, the
' ' . S ,

local point of the search for an optimality condition for any pro-

duetive activity. It tullows that cut-ettectiveness ahalysis 1.81.

.

simply a means.oL assessing the worth of educational program invest-

a

ment S. It involves the enumerationoand evaluation of all relevant

co.a4s and bei-w/its over a period ot time. Fdr any educational

investment to be selected over ternatiye investments, benefits

should exceed costs, Sar as expressed mail ematicariji,
13

1.

A central problem, in the evaluation of educational program in-

vestments is presentee: their prorationrover a period of time.

Beneiits accrue at dittf'rent Limes as do costs once the initial pro-
.
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gram investment outlay is Wade. In compiling or summing of both

benefits 'and cests, the analyst must establish.rates of exchange for

A
benefits at certain periods during-their prop2cCed duration as well

as tor costs. These rates of exchange will be referred to as the

discount Date'which must be coupled with an estimated deflation rate

for the same time period because of the anticipated usual decrease

in'monetary value.
J.

,Benefits'and costs Must be weighted in the present and future

time periods equally. This is economically justified by two factors:

(1) the opportunity cost, and (2) time preference of capital, Op-

portunity cost of capital means that a given program investment must

be compared to al.ternative'prOgraM investments having like opportuni-

ty for yielding,deterred benefits and accumulating deferred costa.

Time vpreterence of capital means that present benefits to be derived

;from a program investment are preferred to future benefits of equal

value from the same investment. in other words, discounting of

benefits in accordance to time preference can be justified on the

principle of diminishing marginal util'ity, th.0 "from the point of,

view of Lne preSent, eqUal increments of benefits are less desirable,

the longer the economy must wait to reap them."2

In.order:tO put future benefits and costs on the same level as

present benefits and costs they must be discounted and deflated in

order for accurate Comparison. Once 1u6use benetits and ave

been discounted and deflated to life point where decisions are being

made the analyst can then spealcot thelii in terms of the present



value of .benefits and costs. 'Thus the present value of future bene-

fits can be detindd as total future benetits Of a selected program

discounted and deflated to present flay total benefits expressed in

current or present va It i is the interest rate of isetUrn on

the given program investment, then 1 unit of resource investe there

would yield 1+i units of benefit in 1 year, (1+i)2 units in 2 ye rs,

and (1+i)u units in t years. Including a deflatiOn rate in the

equation would read (11-i+r)-t units of benefits. The same eqdation

must be applied to costs as well.

rhus',&-benetit to cost ratio can. be simply expresse'dIs<

31rT

C CirT
`1

,

where i = the discount rate, r = the deflation rate, T = summation of

time cycle, B , benefits, and C = costs.

The 'Oecise operational sense in which BirT and CiA are ex-

N pressed at Orekent value in the equation has been given. It followS

that the chosen program investment is Ratified against making an

equal invesimenkin that alternative only if the discounted and

deflated cost C is less than the discounted and deflated value of

the benefits B. If the present value of a program investment, dis-

counted and diellated at the rate of return of an alternative course

.considered, falls short of the cost, it should not be undertaken when

the economic factors are the sole, consideration; if any investment is

made in this it should be in the alternative program investment route

with the greater benefit-cost ratio.
3



It must be hypothesized here that i
41n

the above model it is

possible to_achieve the same benefits at each point of time through-
.

out the lite of the program investment in order to eliminate erratic

and unforeseeable outcomes. the possibility of uniform outcomes is

highly likely in real life situations or in actual practtce as long

as management remaint of the same quality and no significant differ--

ence in the' economy Of scale of the progra:investment occurs.

It is possible that in some rare situations.both'alternative

program investments being considered may have highly impressive

benefit -cost ratios. In this case the Opportunity cost criteria

will not pr vide the answer. The solution to this problem depaode

wholly upon the available-aggregate volume of resources as compared

to current aggregate costs incurred coupled to the value judgment

of the departmental 4dmipistrator involved.

The Economics of Costing

The aim of cost-qtectivenesa analysis is to 'maximize "the

present value of all 4enefitsleas that ot all coats, aubject to 'S

opeci,Ied reatrainta."4 In order to determine the effectiveneso

and efficiency ot any departmental program, costs must be compiled

and summed with the same accuracy and care that `is given the compi-

lation and su.,matton of benefits. As in' the case of benefits, a

long run view must be taken in terms of lime in that costs are

:estimated not only for the'prbsent or, innediate future but also for

the life.ef the project. All costs directly attributable to the

5
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project must he included. The costtig-procedure involves theform4-
* .

lation of estimates for the three cost areas.of rebearchand develop--

ment, investment,.and operating costs. The agregate cost thus de-

rivedrived from the summation of.the three areas must be discounted and

deflated so as to obtain its present value.

R z D costs are simply those coats incurred during the planning

stages of the program being analyzed. This means that all expenses

incurred during the planning stages should beincluded in this cate-

, gory with the exception of sunk costs. Sunk costs, or costs expended

on prior studiese not to be included in any way in the compila-

-tion of costs for cost-effectiveness studies. Cost-effectiveness

subject matter always deals with present and future costs, never

costs accrued in the past.

Investment .and operating costs can be defined as follows:

Investment: Capital (one-time) costs required beyond the
deyelopment phase to introduce et new capability into oper-

ational use.

Operating: The annual costs required to operate and main-
tain a given capability for an element throughout its pro-
jected life or operational use.5

One approach to measuring the coats of an educational program

investment is that of the coating of the economic factors of prodd\c7.,

tion which are relred in proper proportions before a program's

operation can commence or continue operations. These factors of

production are simply termed the input mix. Classical economistSv

referred to the factor's of production as land, labor, capital, and

entrepreneurship. The factory; land and entrepreneurship are now

6
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commonly referred to rebpeetivily as intterial and management. If all

factors of the input mix, material, labor, capital, and management

are combined in their proper proportions at the right time and place

in the form Of a tangible educational program investment, output or

benefits from the derived program will result. Naturally, optimum

returns to scale would result if the factors of production could be

combined in optimal proportions which should be the goal of every

program investment.

The costs derived from the concerted operation of the factors

of production can be simply added together and discounted and deflat=

wed for the total aggregate program cost. Functionally, the process

may be 'represented by the discounted and deflated production func-

tion for a wimple firm, which may be written as

cr +m+c+l +e)
(1 7 i + r)t A

where C total aggregate cult, f ,; function, in -=." material, 1 - labor,

. c "' capital, and e = entrepreneurship or management. Research and

development coots mum also, of course, be included in the tormula it

such k h I) costs are nut sunk costs, or costs incurred betore the

investment decision is made. The discount-detlation rate is the

denomihator.

Such itemization of an educational program investment's costs

io uoual practice when departmental administratoro lack economic

training. And; ouch itemization is,not incorrect. However, it

econoadc analytical tools are to be properly utilized,in the tinan-

f
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cial decision- making process, the educational administrator in the

role of the economic analyst must pursue a more complex approach and

consider costs from thee opposite end of the production, spectrum --

that of output.

From the focal paint of output, the three.cost areas of re-

search and development 'investment, and operating costs must be

estimated. Since research and development andnd investment costa must

be incurred before the program begins operation, their costing is

focused Usually on the lirst two to tour years. After this, the

operating' costs continue throughout the projected life and operation

, .

o the program. Thus,,of the three cost areas, operating coots have

i
the higheot degree of sensitivity to program output.

Operating cost has two components, fixed and variable cost.

Fixed cost may be defined as an operating cost which does not.

incras or decrease As the total volume of output increases or

decreases in the short run period. Variable cost is' that operating

coot which increases or decreases as the total volume of output

increases or decreased- during a particular period, whether short run

or long run in duration. %In conventional accounting such costs are

usualcy referred to as indirect (fixed or 'overhead') cost and

direct (variable)- cost.

When operating costs are considered as a function of output

their sensitivity to output: Q can be mathematically expressed in

terms of the following cost components of total program operating

coat C; with A being read as "the absolute change of":

1)



Total program operating cost
total fixed cost

total variable cost

Average program operating cost =
average fixed cost
average variable cost

C, 06ACl/1 Q
F,Th!lUF/AQ
V, 0-.5..aV/AQ

A, o<ZiA/LN
o<arILQ

V, otc.:avalQ

These cost components are naturally expressed in terms of a short

run period in which fixed costs retain their same accounting value.

In the long run, economists.view all cost as variclble becauseae

program being analyzed would have encounteredpa change in physical

scale, thus forcing a change even in fixed cost or overhead. For
4,

cost-effectiveness studies a short run period, thus defined, jtild

last as long as thirty or forty years, or as long as the program

maintains its input mix within the confines of its original scale o

operatkIllisz_
Ao

the above operating cost components are related in this manner:

9

0

A

+ V + ;11 L i1 A

+
Q

F V

Q
/(4* .

(111 i=1

In order to sYstematically synthesize and,examine the three cost

areas, a cost matrix mod 1 may be devised patterned'ater Figure 1.
c"4

As shown e coat matri may be constructed by arraying the cost

areas to a -dimen onalitield consisting of program functions-

arid st functions to be consideld in the study. Such a cost matrix

provides a checklist of the cost anksystem or program functions to
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be nsidered in a

4

study.thus providing, at a.glance, aggregate and

'Iv

subaggregate figures iaentifyinglekreas,ot overlap or:omission derived

through the costing proces.
.4

Another way of anal/zing cost as a function of output is
\
eo

observe the intersection of the total effectiveness. or benefit'curvec
,

(shown 'in term of butput) and the total cost cuvve, known as

12.

break -even point P. A break-even analysls'is oflArticular impor
A

tance to a cost,effectivenesanalysis when the ratio of the fixed'

Cost to the variable cost are widely different abong the'competing

alternatives. For comparid'on, calaider two programs that have the

same benefit or effective sa curve B and also reach the same total

program cost C: The only difference in the two programs is thWratio
N

of:fixed (investment) cost F to variable (operating) colt V, as shown

inl:igure 2.a and,

Even thougl(the two prOgraMs may have the same' benefit or effec-

tiveness curve.and the iulme total .cost at the same output level,

their break-even points may be widely different. Programs with the

higher fixed cost therefore would be relatively less desirable thIn

programs having the higher variable cost.
41

A financing decision may have to be Made between renting or

purchasing equipment. The breakJeven charts emit be used to resolve

thio prRZlem also. The curves in Figure 2.a and b would maintain

the same appearance. The break-even ch i rt in (a) would represent

the purchase alternative with its high fixed'cOst/low variable co.;t;

(b) would-represent the rental alternative with the low fixed cost/

40

13



high variable cost.

. 13

Costing, as well as the quantification and measurement of bene-

fits; remains an art and, cannot be considered a science. ,Therefore;

' .

there are no set rules or proceddres that can be followed in-all

cases which can insure the derivation of reliable cost estidates.
4 *4

Only general4guidelines can be advanCed which offer basic in-gredi-

ents or elements which if included'irf a
.

study should provide a: basis

for successful sosting.
\

t

A

. .

The following statements sre brief costing guidelines that

1 ,

should be observed in all cost estimates for cost - effectiveness stud-

ies. Ew They shoUld not construed .obe totally inclusive in con-

tent because uniquy costing problems may arise in connection wi

some analyses.

1. All.significant costs that might affgCt the choice of alter-

natives should be included in the analysis. All phases of the life\

cycfe of a prograrri shouldte considered for inclusion--research and

development, investment, and operating costs. Normally, studies will

need to include costs for all three phases to make certain that the

complete costs' impacts are presented.

_/
2. Both variable and fixed operating costs should be considered

apart of the total, program cost and should be included in:the study.

3. Sunk costs (i. e., costs which can reasonably be Issumed to

have been expended prior to the beginninE; of the time period exai1ned

in the study) are irrelevant and should be excluded...

0,

4. rh order to permit proper evaluation and understanding of

J

1 4

4
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the work; each study should be full documented aS,to the source,

techhiques, cost-estimating relationshi' pnd assumptions used:to
. ,

develop the costs: Preferably, an individual st.matrix sheet '(fee

Figu ;e 1) should-also be provided on each program c pidered in the

-1

analysis.

5. CostsCosts for cost-effectiveness studies should

and deflated.
t

.

6. The exact quantity of and proposed hardware that would even-

tually be procured can seldom be completely resolved at the time of

the study. It is thus desirable that the cost information supplied

permit'estimation of costs at various quantities within a reasonable

-range of passibility, as excursions,frOm,the cases directly examined

in the study might prove necessary.

7._ The level of detail to which programsiphould be broken down

and for which costs are to be displayed depends upon the nature and

depth of.the individual study. The originator of the study should

specify'ln advance the level of detail needed.

'he Basic Departmental Cost-Eftectiveness Model Con§truct

As conceived in this model, a university depattment exists in

order to provide programi for its clients, the students. In turn,

the Sum or aggregation of the several programs of a department con-'

stitute wl,tt is usually termed, its curriculum. The_cost-effective

ness model, as constructed, is built with the intent' of evaluating

only programs. HOwever, with only a few modifications a department's

15
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curriculum could be evaluated via the same model construct. In an

economic context, a department's resources can be classified as fac-

ulty (including full-time researchers, part-time faculty, and part-

time teaching-research assistants), administrators (usually only one

4

head or chairman), and capital (both working and fixed). These de-

partmental -resources correspond to the economic factors of production

and are referred to as the input mix. Likewise, the students, either

as graduates of a department's programs or as students who have .

completed certificate programs administered by the department, are

considered the product or output of &department's programs. 7

This departmental cost-effectiveness model for program evalua-

tion is designed with the decision-maker in mind. The departmental

decision-maker, usually the department head,' exercises the function

of choosing among alternative courses of action in order to achieve

an'optimal program mix (curriculum) which in turn should produce an

optimal output (graduates). Phis primal function of the department

head will be referred to as the 'decision-function'.

The problem'of this cost-effectiveness smalysis lies in the

estimation of the decision function The debision function Can be

expressed mathematically as

D [(X Y)

C

a

where X is that portion of the output of the departmental program

- .

that can be expressed in monetary terms,'I.. e., elements that are

commensurable in monet ry units with.costs; Y is thatportion of

16
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departmental output which cannot be measured in monetary terms. C

represents the aggregate cost of the program's input mix. D repre-

sents the decision of the department head whim f represents the

function.

Tile.becision function of a department's administrator is bouetded

- ,
by tio0 objectives in a cost-effectiveileSs study.' The first objective

deals with ProgrAm output, the other with program input.

1. Maximize present and teradAdr va v. The objective is to r

maximize the value of benefits (outputs) 0 the department's progrA

being considered\ The benefits are those that are both current and

future in attainment.

2. Minimize. present And terminal cost. The o ective is to.

minimize the value of inputs ('costs of resources) the department's

Program. The costs accrue in both present and future periods of the

prograWs operation..

The output of a department4s program can be analy4vd in two

phases;

Phase One. The 'commensurable part, is derived by measuring the

number of successful.completions of degree and/or certificate plans

by students enrolled in the program and expressing this figure in

monetary units which is then compared to program costs.

Thase.Two. The incommensurable part, is derived by using the

raw atud, of the number of successful completions of the degree or

certiE cat Plans related to' the program and comparing ,this figure to

costs.

t



In the lirst phase, the number of completions of degree plans

and certificate programs can,be expressed in monetary terms by capi-

talizing the expecred lifetime income earned by all students who

tinisb the program. This figure so derived must then be compared to

total costs of the input mix or resources used in producing the out-

put. The costing procedure was given in the above section. The

effectiveness, and efficiency of the program's output can be deter

mined via these commensurable figures.

The formula for deriving X or the commensurable part of the

decision function is.as follows:

m
St

1ft

(1+0-om (i+i+r)m
=1

where

17

I
s
= starting annual salary.. r = annuaL deflation rate

plus incremental raises
If*= annual 'income toregone. m = expected worklife

. _ f

i = annual discount rate n = years of study

In the second phase, three simple steps can be foil ed TAti.e., 4
can illustrate program oL. guts ib ;raphiaW form. In step-one, a

graph can be drawn showing the number of faculty members connecpi,d

with the.program on the abscissa-or horizontal axis and the number of

graduats Ot the program on the ordinate or vertical axis. In strp

two, still using the.number of faculty members as the denominator,

the costs of the program should be placed on the ordinate axis. In

step three, with information taken from the first two graphs, a

third graph can be established which combines the costs on the ordi,-

1 i3
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niite axis with the number ot program graduates on the abscissa.

When all program alternatives with :heirNcosis and outputs are

plotted on each of the above graphs in the same order as the other.

programs, the optimal enveloue-of programs'can lakspotted at a glance

simply by observing-the relationship 01 the prograntscurves to one

another.

In like manner, once the calmensurable phase has been completed,

simple ratio graph can be con'tructed which illustrates the rela-

tionship 01 Lhe ratios oL the various programs to one another. At

the same time. maxinum ettectivene s and minimum cost boundaries can

be drawn un the graph surface illustrating the lower and upper bounds

of etticiency.
/

The following statements are bri. X guidelines that should be

observed in all departmental program co t-etectiveness" studies.

They should not It construed to be totalLy inclusive in content

because unique problems tarty ari!:e in connection with some analyses.

1. Costing guidelines as-given in the above section should by

lot lowed in compiling costs.

2. In ordet to permit propel: evaluation and understanding of

Lire progLaul, each study should be fully documented as to the source,

techniques, output-estimating relationships and Assumptlons used to

quantity or enumerate program outputs.
41

3. Output or beneldls for cost-ell !is 3tudies Should 1

,nn,ed and deflated.

IX)5t;,i11,11. h,11e'lt5 told .7t1:;L1% !,It.ri I t 111 110i 11
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Commensurable and incommensurable situations in order to provide a

check on program 'evaluation outcomes.

5. In any study, the entire analysis should be closely struc-

t-

tured in light of the decision-tunction and its two accompanying

objectives of minimizing total program costs and maximizing total

program outputs.

6: In order to avold bias in a study of alternative programs,

select only similar programs for comparison. uiverse programs that

have no input or output datasimilarities have no direct basis for .

comparison in a cost-effectiveness study.

7. Cost-effectiveness studies are not to b construed to be

substitutes or the value-judgment of the aepar mental administrator;

such studies are only supplements to value judgment..

.

Summary

In establishing adepartmental cost - effectiveness nodes, the

ta0ditional model was discussed and equipped ith a discount and

de6ation equation for both benefits and cost:. Next, the economics

of \costing was examined and program costing.pr cedures develop(d.

The, ttli. A,Jut:1 construct'wasfdescribed as it w= s structured around

the ','decision-function' of the departmental admi istrator.. Proce-

dures were presented for its expeditious use.
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Note

1SLephen A. Margl in, Public Investment Crile ia: Benellt-Cost

Analysis for P. rned Economic Growth. Cambridge, Mass.: The M. I.

T. Press, 1)67, p. 45.

21 kid . p. 47, .

3A#Clarification note on B-C or 115/C analysis by now the reader

may liewe surmiseSI that benefits and costs relationships can be ana-

lyzed either Llyfough subtraction or division. In subtraction, it

costs are subtracted from benefits, net benefits (I) would be the

remainder. In division, costs are divided into benefits prOducing a

ratio. In the majority of cases, the ratio of benefits to costs is

preferred over the remainder of net benelits because ratios give

smaller and easier to compare figures which are weighted in terms of

each Alternative investment

4A. R. Prest and R. lurvey, "Cost - Benefit Analysis: A Survey,"

The Economic Journal, 'December, 1965, p. 686.

51i; D. Bradley, et. al., A NA; Cost Model to Snejx)rt Air Force

Long-Range Planning. P-J133. Santa Monica, Cal.: The Rand Corp.,

May, 1965, p. 10.

6,Several items for the following guidelines were taken from

Costing Guideline, for Ibpartment, of Defense Cost-Effectiveness Stud-

ies. Washington, B. C.: Oft ice of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense, Resource Analysis Division, May, 1966.

7In examining research from the. context of a Leaching progrm's

2I
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output, three points can be made: I. Any research tesult-ing 1 LOW

the program's usual operation is peripheral in nature is an

indirect_ result of said program's operation. 2. Depattottnlal

research is, in 'lust cases, condu.Jtd under separate auspices lrom

d Leaching program's course content. 3. 11,d program specilii illy

has research efforts formally described in its plan,- any reseal, to

.output attributed directly tb that program shoula_be counted as part

of tht, programoutput; in turn, such research output' must also be

considered. in compiling the program's input orkosts, in the, third

instance, linearow'iimming can he Used in allocating program Liamn

and resources between Leaching activities and research.

o

As a.further note, students should be considered a part of the

input.iiax 11 they are .included as a eost 1% the departmentd1 budget.

Fqr example, in a work-study program many stud6nts may receive,part

of their wages from departmental funds and thus must_ be so counted

in costing a department 's resources.
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